ASSET RESOLUTIONS
FOR MIDWEST DISTRESS
We believe business begins with a conversation. More importantly - a meaningful conversation that revolves around your company and
our experience as it may benefit you. It’s our industry experience focused on your Enterprise.
Whether the goal is loan modification, payment modification, maturity date extension, loan bifurcation, payoff or other, we engage
early when the most avenues for correction are clear.
We provide a full array of services throughout the investigation; a team of debt specialists, asset management, court approved receivers,
private equity investors and a full brokerage and leasing team work together to preserve the asset and asset value.

INITIAL ASSESSMENT

EVALUATIONS AND BPOs

Short-term and/or long-term strategies are developed

We can provide an asset valuation or Broker’s Price

based on current market conditions. The strategies

Opinion (BPO) report before a creditor enters into an

are designed to stabilize, improve, and sustain your

agreement with a borrower or filing for foreclosure if

controlled assets to increase value, while maintaining

they do not have the time or funds that are required

and returning maximum equity.

for a full appraisal report.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

RECEIVERSHIPS

Always accessible. At Bradley Company, you are

Preserve value and limit lender liability. Once

provided high quality third-party management services

appointed, our team steps in immediately as your

that work. Do not worry about your accounting,

advocate, helping you protect and maximize each

janitorial, or security services—we handle every detail

asset’s value by increasing occupancy and minimizing

to keep your tenants happy.

expenses.

NEGOTIATIONS

LEASING AND DISPOSITIONS

We build our services around your intent to negotiate

Our brokerage team are experts in pursuing

a Debtor-in-Possession scenario, Forbearance

prospective tenants to absorb vacancy as well as

Agreement, Loan Modification, or Deficiency Waiver.

qualified buyers in many disposition scenarios, including
sale-in-lieu and sale via Receiver, bankruptcy trustee, or
Sheriff / judicial officer.

Bradley Company’s real contribution is realized by the client through the financial and legal rescue strategy devised for the target
asset(s), implementation of the same and successful realization of the objective.
For a private consultation regarding our services, client list, fees, and engagement process, fill out this form.

BRADLEYCO.COM

